The symmetric group S r acts naturally, by place permutations, on the rth tensor power of a vector space. Following G.E. Murphy we find an explicit cellular basis for the envelope of the corresponding representation. This should give information about the Ringel dual of a Schur algebra S(n, r) in case n < r. It also leads to a proof of Schur-Weyl duality in positive characteristic. An exposition of the proof is included here, since there are few complete accounts of this fundamental property currently available in the literature.
Introduction
H. Weyl [W, p. 79] refers to the subalgebra of End K (V ) generated by the image of a representation G → End K (V ) as the "enveloping algebra" of the representation. I think envelope a better modern term for this object, in order to distinguish it from other objects which Weyl's terminology would tend to bring naturally to mind.
Consider the group Γ = GL(V ) of linear automorphisms on an ndimensional vector space V over a field K. The given action of Γ on V induces a corresponding action on a tensor power V ⊗r , with the natural action in each tensor position. Evidently this action commutes with the right action of the symmetric group S r = S {1, ..., r} of permutations of the set {1, . . . , r}, acting on V ⊗r via place permutation: (u 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u r )σ = u 1σ ⊗ · · · ⊗ u rσ , for any σ ∈ S r , u 1 , . . . , u r ∈ V . (Maps in S r are written on the right of their argument.) The fact that the actions commute justifies the inclusions
where Ψ and Φ are the representations
(2) Ψ : KΓ → End K (V ⊗r ); Φ : KS r → End K (V ⊗r )
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corresponding to the two given actions. Here, KG denotes the group algebra of a group G, and by End Sr (V ⊗r ) and End Γ (V ⊗r ) we respectively mean the algebra of linear operators on V ⊗r commuting with all operators in Φ (S r ) and Ψ(Γ). The main purpose of this article is to describe a combinatorial cellular structure on the envelope P K (n, r) := Φ(KS r ), in case n < r. The main result is obtained in Theorem 3.6. The corresponding envelope of Ψ, the well known Schur algebra S K (n, r) := Ψ(KΓ), reintroduced to contemporary readers in [G] , has been widely studied and relatively more is known about its structure. In [E1, §4.3] Erdmann shows that the algebra P K (n, r) is isomorphic to a certain algebra of the form eS ′ e for e ∈ S ′ an idempotent, where S ′ is Morita equivalent to the Ringel dual of the Schur algebra S K (n, r). Thus, knowing the cellular structure of P K (n, r) gives information on the representation theory of the Ringel dual of S K (n, r), in case n < r. (For instance, one can apply an inverse Schur functor; see [G, Chapter 6] or [DEN] .)
According to a standard result in classical invariant theory, when K is any field of characteristic zero, the inclusions in (1) are equalities. This well-known result is the Schur-Weyl duality of the title. (It is due originally to Schur [S] ). In characteristic zero, it is an immediate consequence of Weyl's theorem on complete reducibility. This result still holds if one takes K to be an arbitrary infinite field, of any characteristic. There are few complete self-contained proofs of this fact available in the literature; one such is [KSX] . In [CL, Theorem 3.1(ii)] or [G, (2.6c ) Theorem] it is shown that the first inclusion in (1) is equality, and in [dCP] , [Do3, §2, Corollary] , or [DEH, Remarks 3.6] it is shown that the second inclusion is equality (this was also done for the case n r in [CL, Theorem 3 .1(i)]). The q-analogue of Schur-Weyl duality was treated in [Ji] in the generic (non root of unity) case; for the general case see [DPS, (6. 3) Theorem].
As an application of the main result, we obtain a new proof of Schur-Weyl duality in positive characteristic. The strategy, which arose from discussions with S. König, is simply to show that the dimension of each of the four algebras in the inclusions (1) is independent of the characteristic of the infinite field K. The claim then follows immediately from the classical result in characteristic zero. The approach used here is entirely representation theoretic, except for the use of Murphy's cellular basis. In particular, it seems to avoid use of the Schur functor. It is perhaps closest in spirit to the approach of [DPS] , although in this paper we work at q = 1 and we use the Murphy basis of KS r while [DPS] relies on the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of the corresponding Hecke algebra.
The paper is organized as follows. The first two sections are expository, in order to make the paper more self-contained. In §1 we recall the combinatorics of Murphy's two cellular bases in the case of a group algebra of a symmetric group, and describe in Theorem 1.14 their cell modules, and in §2 we recall the main facts about representations of symmetric groups. The main results of the paper are obtained in §3, and the application to Schur-Weyl duality is given in §4. In §5 we reformulate Schur-Weyl duality by replacing the action of GL(V ) by the hyperalgebra of the corresponding Lie algebra; this gives a version of Schur-Weyl duality that holds over an arbitrary field. Indeed, we are also able to show that it holds integrally; see Theorem 5.6.
The Murphy bases of A = KS r
In this section we survey the definition and main properties of the two cellular bases discovered by Murphy. The main result is Theorem 1.14, which identifies the cell modules for both cellular structures. We also provide some examples to illustrate the issues involved in determining the cell modules, since there appears to be some confusion in the published literature.
1.1. Cellular algebras. Cellular algebras were introduced in [GL] , motivated by [KL] and other developments in representation theory.
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. By definition, a cellular algebra is an associative algebra A with 1 over R together with a cell datum (I, T, c, * ) such that (C1) The set (I, ) is a partially ordered set, and for each λ ∈ I, the set T(λ) is a finite set. The algebra A has an R-basis {c λ S,T } where (S, T ) runs over the disjoint union of T(λ) × T(λ) for each λ ∈ I. (C2) The map * is an R-linear anti-involution on A such that the equality (c λ S,T ) * = c λ T,S holds for all S, T, λ. (C3) For λ ∈ I and S, T ∈ T(λ), given any a ∈ A, there exist
By applying the anti-involution * to the relation (C3) we obtain
for all a ∈ A is the cell module belonging to λ. This may be regarded as a left A-module via the action a c T = U ∈T(λ) r a * (T, U)c U for all a ∈ A. We denote this left A-module by
are two-sided ideals of A, for each λ ∈ I. More generally, given any subset Ω of I we write A[Ω] = Rc λ S,T where the sum is over all S, T ∈ T(λ) for λ ∈ Ω. From [GL, (1.7) , (2.2)] we have:
There is a symmetric bilinear form φ λ on C(λ) defined by
and one defines the radical rad(λ) to be the set of all x ∈ C(λ) such that φ λ (x, y) = 0 for all y ∈ C(λ). Then in case R is a field and I is finite we have by [GL, (3.2) , (3.4)]:
(v) rad(λ) is an A-submodule of C(λ).
(vi) If φ λ = 0, rad(λ) is the radical of the A-module C(λ), and the corresponding quotient C(λ)/ rad(λ) is an absolutely irreducible A-module. (vii) The irreducible modules constructed in (vi) is a complete set of isomorphism classes of absolutely irreducible A-modules.
1.2. We recall some results of Murphy [Mu1] , which provide two cellular bases of the group algebra A = RW where R is any commutative ring with 1 and W = S r . We set s i = (i, i + 1), the transposition interchanging i and i + 1. The s i for i = 1, . . . , r − 1 comprise the standard generators of W as a Coxeter group. We adopt the convention that elements of W = S r act on the right of their arguments. Let λ be a composition of r. We regard λ as an infinite sequence (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ) of nonnegative integers such that λ i = r. The individual λ i are the parts of λ, and the largest index i for which λ i = 0 is the length, or number of parts, of λ. Any composition λ may be sorted into a partition λ + , in which the parts are in non-strict decreasing order.
Given a composition λ of r, a λ-tableau T is a numbering of the boxes in the Young diagram of λ by the numbers 1, . . . , r so that each number appears just once. In other words, it is a bijection between the boxes in the Young diagram and the set {1, . . . , r}. Such a T is row standard if the numbers in each row are increasing read from left to right, and standard if row standard and the numbers in each column are increasing read from top to bottom.
The group W = S r acts naturally on such tableaux, on the right, as permutations of the numbering. Given a tableau T , we define the row stabilizer of T to be the subgroup R(T ) of W consisting of those permutations that permute entries in each row of T amongst themselves, similarly the column stabilizer is the subgroup C(T ) consisting of those permutations that permute entries in each column of T amongst themselves.
Let λ be a composition of r. Let T λ be the λ-tableau in which the numbers 1, . . . , r have been inserted in the boxes in order from left to right along rows, read from top to bottom. Set W λ = R(T λ ). This is the same as the Young subgroup S {1,...,λ 1 } × S {λ 1 +1,...,λ 1 +λ 2 } × · · · of W = S r defined by the composition λ. Given a λ-tableau T , we define d(T ) to be the unique element of W such that T = T λ d(T ). Given any pair S, T of row standard λ-tableaux, following Murphy we set (1.2.1)
where for a subgroup H of W the notations [H] and {H} are defined by [H] = w∈H w and {H} = w∈H (sgn w) w. We note for later use that
for any pair S, T of row standard λ-tableaux.
Murphy proves that each of the sets {x ST } and {y ST }, as (S, T ) ranges over the set of all ordered pairs of standard λ-tableaux for all partitions λ of r, is an R-basis of A = RW .
1.3. Example. If W = S 4 the partitions are (4), (3, 1), (2 2 ), (2, 1 2 ), and (1 4 ). There is just one standard tableau A = 1 2 3 4 of shape (4), and
x AA = w∈W w; y AA = w∈W (sgn w)w.
There are three standard tableaux of shape (3, 1); they are B = 1 2 3 4 , C = 1 2 4 3 , and D = 1 3 4 2 . The corresponding x-basis elements are
Similarly, the corresponding y-basis elements are
We leave to the reader the task of writing out the remaining x and y basis elements of A = RW , those indexed by pairs of standard tableaux of shape (2 2 ), (2, 1 2 ), and (1 4 ). Note that if Z is the unique standard tableau of shape (1 4 ) then x ZZ = y ZZ = 1.
For use later, we record the action of the generators s 1 , s 2 , s 3 on these elements. Clearly, x AA s i = x AA and y AA s i = −y AA for all i. Hence Rx AA and Ry AA are as A-modules isomorphic with the trivial module and sign module, respectively. Moreover, direct calculation gives (1.3.1)
(This is the only row standard (3, 1)-tableau which is not standard.) Similarly,
We note that
These equalities follow from the fact that the set {d(B), d(C), d(D), d(G)} is a set of coset representatives for the quotient W/W (3, 1) . It follows that the set {x AA , x BB , x BC , x BD } spans a right A-module, as does the set {y AA , y BB , y BC , y BD }.
It is obvious that the sets {x AA , x CB , x CC , x CD } and {x AA , x DB , x DC , x DD } also span right modules, and the modules are isomorphic with the module spanned by {x AA , x BB , x BC , x BD }. Similarly for the y-elements. This is clear because multiplying the elements on the left by a coset representative does not change the right module structure.
1.4. We recall that compositions are partially ordered by the dominance order: given two compositions λ, µ of r, λ µ (λ dominates µ) if i j λ i i j µ i for all j. One writes λ ⊲ µ (λ strictly dominates µ) if λ µ and the inequality i j λ i i j µ i is strict for at least one j.
The dominance order on compositions extends to row standard tableaux. Let T be a row standard λ-tableau, where λ is a composition of r. For any s < r denote by T ↓s the row standard tableau that results from throwing away all boxes of T containing a number bigger than s. Let [T ↓s ] be the corresponding composition of s (the composition defining the shape of T ↓s ). Given row standard tableaux S, T with the same number r of boxes, define
Note that if S, T are standard tableaux, respectively of shape λ, µ where λ and µ are partitions of r, then S T if and only if T ′ S ′ . Here T ′ denotes the conjugate tableau of T , obtained from T by writing its rows as columns.
1.5. We write c ST = x ST or y ST for any pair S, T of row standard λ-tableaux, in order to describe the cell structure of A = KW relative to both bases simultaneously. From Murphy's results it follows that A[ λ] = Rc ST , the sum taken over all pairs (S, T ) 
Rc ST , the sum taken over all pairs (S, T ) of standard µ-tableaux where µ ⊲ λ. For any a ∈ A and any pair (S, T ) of λ-tableaux,
where r a (T, U) ∈ R is independent of S, and in the sum U varies over the set of standard λ-tableaux. In other words, {c ST } is a cellular basis of A. The anti-involution * on A is given by w → w −1 for w ∈ W . These statements are true in both particular cases c = x, y. Both bases {x ST } and {y ST } are cellular bases of A = KW , with the same ordering on the cells, from most dominant at the bottom to least dominant at the top. 1.6. Let λ be a partition of r. By the equations in 1.5, the quotient
. These ideals are the cells of A; they are (A, A)-bimodules.
Fix λ and fix a λ-tableau S. The right A-submodule of A[ λ]/A[⊲λ] spanned by all c ST + A[⊲λ] (T varying over the set of standard λtableaux) is the right cell C(λ) determined by the partition λ, similarly we have the left cell C(λ) ′ spanned by all c T S + A[⊲λ] (T varying over the set of standard λ-tableaux). Clearly the cell modules C(λ), C(λ) ′ depend only on λ and not on the choice of S.
For ease of notation we write
The bottom cell is the two-sided (one-dimensional) ideal Rc AA of A, where A is the unique standard λ-tableau for λ = (r), the most dominant partition. This cell is in case c = x (i.e. the cellular basis of A is the x-basis) isomorphic with the trivial module R [W ] ; in case c = y (the cellular basis is the y-basis) it is isomorphic with the sign module R{W }.
1.7. We want to describe the cell modules for the other cells as well.
To that end, we recall the definition of Specht modules and their duals.
A simple construction of the Specht modules is via polytabloids, as in [Ja] . Let T be a given λ-tableau, where λ is a partition of r, and denote by [[T ] ] the corresponding tabloid. Recall that a tabloid is an equivalence class of λ-tableaux, in which all tableaux of the form T w for w ∈ R(T ) are regarded as equivalent. Each tabloid has the form [[T ]] where T is the unique row standard representative of the equivalence class, so the tabloids are in bijective correspondence with the set of row standard tableaux. It is best to think of a tabloid as a tableau with unordered row entries; to depict a tabloid one typically erases the lines between boxes in each row of a tableau. For instance, the tabloid [[C]] corresponding with the tableau C = 1 2 4 3 is depicted as Given a composition µ of r, the µ-tabloids span a permutation module M µ . One has an isomorphism M µ ≃ M µ + where µ + is the partition obtained by sorting the parts of µ in the appropriate order. The permutation module M µ has an obvious basis in bijective correspondence with the set of row standard λ-tableaux. Such a tableau T determines a coset representative
. This also yields immediately another interpretation of M µ , as the right ideal [W µ ]RW in the group algebra RW .
To obtain the Specht module S λ when λ is a partition, one defines for each λ-tableau T a corresponding polytabloid e T ∈ M λ by
and then S λ is defined to be the submodule of M λ spanned by the λ-polytabloids. It has a basis consisting of all the e T as t varies over the set of standard λ-tableaux.
We note that the polytabloid e T depends on T . To write down e T given T , one permutes the entries in the columns of T in all possible ways, attaching the signature of the permutation, and taking the corresponding linear combination of the resulting tabloids.
1.8. Example. The Specht module S (2,1 2 ) is spanned by the (linearly independent) polytabloids
corresponding to the standard tableaux
When considering this example, it is also useful to look at the only remaining column standard (2, 1 2 )-tableau G ′ = 2 1 3 4
. One has and one easily checks that
From these facts it is easy to verify directly, simply by inspecting the above formulas, that
Comparing these equations with equations (1.3.2) in light of the second relation in (1.3.3) shows that the cell module C(3, 1) for Murphy's ybasis is isomorphic to S (2,1 2 ) . 1.9. A similar construction of the dual Specht module S λ ≃ (S λ ) * is described in [Fu, §7.4] , in terms of column tabloids. A column tabloid is an alternating equivalence class of λ-tableaux, where all tableaux of the form T w for w ∈ C(T ) are deemed to be equivalent, but only up to sign. In other words, for any w ∈ C(T ) we have {{T w}} = sgn(w){{T }}, where {{T }} denotes the column tabloid determined by a tableau T . One thinks of a column tabloid as a tableau with unordered column entries; to depict a column tabloid one typically erases the lines between boxes in each column of a tableau, and remembers that a column tabloid is defined only up to sign. For instance, the column tabloid = · · · and so forth.
The column µ-tabloids span a module M µ , for any given composition µ of r. Since the action of W on column polytabloids is by signed permutations,
where sgn is the sign module.
To obtain the dual Specht module S λ corresponding to a partition λ, one defines for each λ-tableau T a corresponding column polytabloid
Then S λ is the submodule of M λ spanned by the column λ-polytabloids.
It has a basis consisting of all the f T as t varies over the set of standard λ-tableaux. From the constructions it is clear that one has an isomorphism
for all partitions λ of r.
As pointed out in [Fu] , one may also regard S λ as a quotient of and one easily checks using the alternating nature of column tabloids that
f
From these facts one verifies directly that
Comparing these equations with equations (1.3.1) in light of the first relation in (1.3.3) shows that the cell module C(3, 1) for Murphy's xbasis is isomorphic to S (3,1) . Note that this is not in accord with the warning on page 38 of [Ma] .
Next, we want to determine the cell modules for both Murphy bases, in general. To that end, the following lemma is useful.
1.11. Lemma. Let λ be a partition of r. For any pair (S, T ) of row standard λ-tableaux and any i = 1, . . . , r − 1 we have
Proof. The result is essentially the same as Lemma 3.2 of [DJ] . The proof is elementary.
Note that in case i, i + 1 are not in the same row of T , the λ-tableau U = T s i of the lemma is again row standard.
1.12. Lemma. Let λ be a partition of r. Given a row standard λtableau T , let T ′ be the λ-tableau obtained by transposing T . Given any i = 1, . . . , r − 1 we have
Here, as above, U = T s i .
Proof. The proof is an elementary calculation with the definitions.
1.13. One may think, comparing the two preceding lemmas, that we have now proved that for a fixed λ-tableau S the map C(λ) → S λ ′ given by y ST → e T ′ and the map C(λ) → S λ given by x ST → f T are both isomorphisms of right A-modules. However, the two lemmas are not quite sufficient to prove this. The difficulty is that, even when T is a standard tableau, in some cases U = T s i is no longer standard. In such cases one must apply straightening rules to express x SU , y SU in terms of standard basis elements, and similarly e U ′ and f U must be straightened. (See the examples.) Thus, in order to complete the proof that the above maps are in fact isomorphisms, one needs to verify that straightening is compatible in the two situations being compared. That is indeed so, and the proof is implicit in Murphy's results [Mu1, Mu2] . In particular, in [Mu2, Theorem 5 .3] the first claim in the following result is proved; the other case is quite similar. 
Representation theory of symmetric groups
As before, set W = S r . The representation theory of A = KW over a field K is well known. Its main features are collected here for ease of reference. Standard references are [Ja] , [M] , [G, Chapter 6 ].
2.1. Notation. Denote by Λ(r) the set of compositions of λ. This is an infinite set. Let Λ + (r) denote the set of partitions of r. Given a non-negative integer p, a partition λ of r is p-regular if it does not have p equal parts, and p-restricted if its transpose λ ′ is p-regular. In case p = 0 every partition is both p-regular and p-restricted. We shall write Λ + (r) reg for the set of p-regular partitions and Λ + (r) res for the set of p-restricted partitions.
Permutation modules M λ , Specht modules S λ , and dual Specht modules S λ were defined precisely in §1.
Young modules.
Let λ ∈ Λ + (r). A given permutation module M λ has a decomposition as a direct sum of indecomposable right KW -modules, and there is a unique summand in the decomposition containing S λ . That distinguished direct summand is the Young module Y λ . The other indecomposable direct summands of M λ are of the form Y µ where µ ⊲ λ. The multiplicity of the distinguished summand Y λ in M λ is 1, while the other multiplicities can be higher than 1.
Young modules are self-dual, and have both a Specht and dual Specht filtration. The number of successive factors isomorphic with S λ in a Specht filtration of Y µ is the same as the number of successive factors isomorphic with S λ in a dual Specht filtration. This number is zero unless λ µ.
Semisimple case.
Let p be the characteristic of K (which could be zero). If p = 0 or p > r then KW is semisimple, and every S λ = Y λ is irreducible; the S λ for λ ∈ Λ + (r) give in this case all the irreducible right KW -modules, up to isomorphism.
2.4. Non-semisimple case. Suppose that 0 < p r. In this case KW is not semisimple. For all λ ∈ Λ + (r) reg the Specht module S λ has a unique maximal submodule (its radical) and the corresponding quotient D λ is an irreducible KW -module. Moreover, D λ and D µ are inequivalent unless λ = µ (for λ, µ ∈ Λ + (r) reg ) and these D λ (for λ ∈ Λ + (r) reg ) give all the irreducible right KW -modules up to isomorphism.
The composition factors of the radical of S λ (for λ ∈ Λ + (r) reg ) are of the form D µ for µ ⊲ λ; in particular the composition factor multiplicity of D λ in S λ is 1. The module D λ is absolutely irreducible for every λ for which it is defined, and every field is a splitting field for W = S r .
For all λ ∈ Λ + (r) res the dual Specht module S λ has a unique maximal submodule and the corresponding quotient D λ is an irreducible KWmodule. Moreover, D λ and D µ are inequivalent unless λ = µ (for λ, µ ∈ Λ + (r) res ) and these D λ (for λ ∈ Λ + (r) res ) give all the irreducible right KW -modules up to isomorphism. The composition factors of the radical of S λ (for λ ∈ Λ + (r) res ) are of the form D µ for µ ⊲ λ; in particular the composition factor multiplicity of D λ in S λ is 1.
We note that D λ is also the socle of S λ , in case λ ∈ Λ + (r) res . The two different indexing systems for the irreducible KW -modules are related by the identity
Finally, we note that tensoring by sgn takes an irreducible onto another irreducible; this leads to the Mullineux correspondence, a bijection m : Λ + (r) reg → Λ + (r) reg determined by the property
Purely combinatorial descriptions of the map m are available; see [FK] , [BO] .
2.5. Projective Young modules. In general, not all of the Y λ are projective (see [E2] or [M] ). The projective indecomposable modules (PIMs) for KW are precisely the Young modules Y λ such that λ ∈ Λ + (r) res . These are self-dual modules with head and socle isomorphic to D λ . By (2.4.1) it follows that the projective cover of D µ is Y µ ′ ⊗ sgn, for any µ ∈ Λ + (r) reg . Thus, the projective indecomposable modules for KW may also be described as the set of Y µ ′ ⊗sgn, for any µ ∈ Λ + (r) reg .
2.6. Remark. In the notation of §1.1 the set Λ + (r) res must be the set of all λ for which φ x λ = 0, where φ x λ is the bilinear form on S λ induced by Murphy's x-basis defined in §1.2. Similarly, the same set Λ + (r) ′ reg = Λ + (r) res must be the set of all λ for which φ y λ = 0, where φ y λ is the bilinear form on S λ ′ induced by the y-basis in §1.2. It would be interesting to work out a purely combinatorial proof of this fact, in terms of the combinatorics of the Murphy basis elements.
The algebra P R (n, r)
Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and set P R (n, r) = Φ(RW ), the image of the representation Φ : RW → End R (V ⊗r ) corresponding to the right place permutation action of W = S r . Here V is a given free R-module of rank n. In case n r it is well known that Φ is injective, so in that case P R (n, r) ≃ RW . The purpose of this section is to describe an explicit cellular basis for P R (n, r), incidentally proving that it is a cellular algebra, and to describe its representation theory over any field.
In this section we work exclusively with the cellular basis {y ST } of A = RW described in §1. We are going to show that ker Φ = ann RW V ⊗r is a certain cell ideal in the cellular structure on RW arising from Murphy's y-basis. Note that [H] obtains a similar result using the other Murphy basis, for a different action on tensor space.
3.1. It will be convenient to denote by Λ(n, r) the set of compositions of r into not more than n parts. Let us fix a basis for V , say {v 1 , . . . , v n }, and fix some λ ∈ Λ(n, r). Then a given λ-tabloid [[T ]] may be regarded as a recipe for writing down a certain simple tensor in V ⊗r , namely the tensor v i 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v ir where the entry v i j in the jth position is v k if j appears in the kth row of [[T ] ]. It is clear that this procedure defines an isomorphism (3.1.1) λ∈Λ(n,r) M λ ≃ V ⊗r of right RW -modules. (By definition (see §1.7) M λ is the span of all λ-tabloids.) In case R is an infinite field, the permutation module summands in this decomposition are just the weight spaces for the left action of the general linear group; see §4.2 ahead.
3.2. We denote by Λ + (n, r) the set of partitions of r into not more than n parts. Fix n and r, and let Ω be the set of partitions λ of r such that λ 1 > n. Note that Ω is empty if n r. The transpose of Ω, i.e., the set Ω ′ = {λ ′ | λ ∈ Ω}, is the set of all partitions of r having more than n parts. Again, this is empty if n r. The complement of Ω ′ in the set Λ + (r) of partitions of r is the set Λ + (n, r), so Ω may be described as the complement in Λ + (r) of the transpose of Λ + (n, r). The set Ω satisfies the following property: for any partition µ of r such that µ λ for λ ∈ Ω, we have µ ∈ Ω.
Set A[Ω] = λ∈Ω A[ λ], a two-sided ideal of A. Note that A[Ω] = (0) in case Ω is empty. The subgroup {W λ 1 }, and hence {W λ }, acts as zero on any r-tensor u 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u r ∈ V ⊗r , for any λ ∈ Ω.
Lemma. The kernel of Φ contains A[Ω].
Proof. Since {W λ } acts as zero on any simple tensor u 1 ⊗· · ·⊗u r ∈ V ⊗r , for any λ ∈ Ω, it follows immediately that every y ST = d(S) −1 {W λ }d(T ) acts as zero on V ⊗r , for any λ-tableaux S, T , since d(S) −1 simply permutes the entries in the tensor, and then {W λ } annihilates it. Since A[Ω] is spanned by such y ST , it follows that A[Ω] is contained in the kernel of Φ.
3.4. We will use a lemma of Murphy to establish the opposite inclusion. Let (S, T ) be a pair of λ-tableaux, where λ is a composition of r. The pair is row standard if both S, T are row standard; similarly the pair is standard if both S, T are standard. The dominance order on tableaux (see §1.4) extends naturally to pairs of tableaux, by defining: for any a, b, d ∈ A.
The q = 1 version of [Mu2, Lemma 4.16 ] is the following.
3.5. Lemma. Let (S, T ) be a row standard pair of µ-tableaux and (U, V ) a standard pair of λ-tableaux, where µ is a given composition of r and λ a partition of r. Then:
Proof. The map ♯ defined in [Mu2] in case q = 1 becomes the map w ♯ = (sgn w)w for w ∈ W . Hence it follows that x ♯ ST = ±y ST for all row standard pairs (S, T ) . The result now follows from [Mu2, Lemma 4.16 ].
3.6. Theorem. The kernel of Φ, i.e., the annihilator ann RW V ⊗r , is the cell ideal A[Ω] for the set Ω = Λ + (r) − Λ + (n, r) ′ .
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the kernel of Φ contains A[Ω], so we only need to prove the reverse containment.
For a set X of partitions, let π(X) be the set of all pairs (S, T ) of standard λ-tableaux, such that λ ∈ X. Let a = (S,T ) 
where a ST ∈ R. It suffices to prove that a ST = 0 for all (S, T ) ∈ π(Λ + (r) − Ω). Note that Λ + (r) − Ω = Λ + (n, r) ′ .
Suppose not. Since by Lemma 3.3 we have (S,T )∈π(Ω) a ST y ST ∈ ker(Φ), it follows that
is also in the kernel of Φ; i.e., the element a ′ annihilates V ⊗r . Under the assumption we have a ′ = 0. Let (S 0 , T 0 ) be a minimal pair (with respect to ) in π(Λ + (n, r) ′ ) such that a S 0 T 0 = 0, so that a ST = 0 for all pairs (S, T ) with (S 0 , T 0 ) ⊲ (S, T ). Let λ 0 be the shape of T ′ 0 (= shape of S ′ 0 ). Then λ 0 ∈ Λ + (n, r), and we have (
where all sums are taken over the set of (S, T ) in π(Λ + (n, r) ′ ). Here, we write x µT shorthand for x T µ T , where T µ is the µ-tableau defined in §1.2. By Lemma 3.5(a) all the terms in the last sum are zero unless (S 0 , T 0 ) (S, T ), in other words (x T ′ 0 S ′ 0 , y T S ) = 0 for all pairs (S, T ) which are strictly more dominant (S 0 , T 0 ). By assumption, a ST = 0 for all pairs (S, T ) strictly less dominant than (S 0 , T 0 ). Thus, the above sum collapses to a single term a S 0 T 0 (x T ′ 0 S ′ 0 , y T 0 S 0 ), and by our assumption and Lemma 3.5(b) this is nonzero.
This proves that x λ 0 S ′ 0 a ′ = 0. Thus a ′ does not annihilate the permutation module M λ 0 = [W λ 0 ]A. Since λ 0 ∈ Λ + (n, r) as noted above, we have arrived at a contradiction. This proves the result.
Define Λ + (n, r) reg to be the set of p-regular partitions in Λ + (n, r). Similarly, set Λ + (n, r) res = Λ + (n, r) ∩ Λ + (r) res . (c) If R is a field and λ is p-restricted the irreducible corresponding to λ is D λ ′ , and the projective indecomposable module corresponding to λ is the image of Y λ ⊗ sgn in the quotient P R (n, r).
Proof. These claims follow from the properties of cellular algebras (see §1.1), the standard properties of the representations of W = S r in §2, and the preceding theorem.
3.8. Corollary. (a) The set of isomorphism classes of cell modules for P R (n, r) may be described as {S µ | µ ∈ Λ + (n, r)}.
(b) If R is a field, the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible P R (n, r)-modules may be described as the set {D µ | µ ∈ Λ + (n, r) reg }.
Proof. From the preceding corollary, the set of isomorphism classes of cell modules is
The next result may be compared with [dCP, Theorem 4.2] .
3.9. Corollary. The algebra P R (n, r) is the associative algebra with 1 defined by generators s i for i = 1, . . . , r − 1 subject to the relations
where W n+1 is the subgroup of W generated by s 1 , . . . , s n . (The last relation is vacuous if n r.)
Proof. The algebra A is the associative algebra with 1 defined by generators s i for i = 1, . . . , r − 1 subject to the relations
, since its generator is an element of A[Ω]. The reverse containment is clear, by definition of the Murphy y-basis elements.
3.10. Remark. It is clear from these results that the family {P R (n, r)} R is defined over Z; that is, (3.10.1) P R (n, r) ≃ R ⊗ Z P Z (n, r)
for all commutative rings R with 1.
Schur-Weyl duality in positive characteristic
We can now show that each of the four algebras in the inclusions (1) (see the Introduction) is independent of the infinite field K. Combined with the classical Schur-Weyl duality in characteristic zero, this shows that Schur-Weyl duality holds in all characteristics, for all n and r.
Parts of the argument given below, which demonstrates the independence of dimension needed to draw our conclusion, are well known. 4.1. Set S K (n, r) = Ψ(KΓ), where Ψ is the map in equation (2) in the Introduction. It is well known that the dimension of S K (n, r) is independent of the field K; in fact the dimension of S K (n, r) is given by the binomial coefficient n 2 +r−1 r , independent of the characteristic of K. One can consult [G, §2.3] for a simple proof of this fact. While the definition of S K (n, r) given in [G] is different from ours, it is easy to see that the two definitions are equivalent; that equivalence is implicit in [G, §2.6] .
The independence of dim K Ψ(KΓ) may be proved another way, by combining Propositions 5.2 and 5.5 ahead. 4.2. Fix a basis {v 1 , . . . , v n } for V , and use it to identify Γ with GL n (K). Then each basis vector v i is a simultaneous eigenvector for the action of the diagonal torus in Γ, of weight ε i , the functional on the torus sending diag(t 1 , . . . , t n ) to t i . The set X of weights with respect to this maximal torus is a free Z-module generated by {ε 1 , . . . , ε n } (under multiplication of functionals), and we identify X with Z n via the bijection ε λ i i → λ := (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). That the dimension of End Sr (V ⊗r ) is independent of the field K follows from the decomposition (3.1.1). In that decomposition, each summand of λ∈Λ(n,r) M λ may be identified with the K-span of all tensors v i 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v ir of weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ), where λ j is the number of times j appears in the multi-index (i 1 , . . . , i r ), for each j. The decomposition V ⊗r ≃ λ∈Λ(n,r) M λ implies a corresponding decomposition (4.2.1) End Sr (V ⊗r ) ≃ λ, µ∈Λ(n,r) Hom Sr (M λ , M µ ).
The dimension of each intertwining space Hom Sr (M λ , M µ ) in this decomposition is independent of the field K. Since M λ ≃ M λ + , we may assume that both λ, µ ∈ Λ + (n, r). Then the dimension of Hom Sr (M λ , M µ ) is easily seen to be the number of row semistandard tableaux of shape λ and weight µ. See [Ja, 13.13 ] for a simple proof of this fact. One can also see the independence of dimension of Hom Sr (M λ , M µ ) by means of the Mackey theorem. A different proof of the independence of dimension of this Hom space can be found in [DEH, 3.5] . It follows that the dimension of End Sr (V ⊗r ) is independent of the field K, as desired. It is perhaps worth noting that for this K may be any field (it does not have to be infinite). 4.3. Next, we consider why dim K End Γ (V ⊗r ) is independent of K. This follows from the fact that V = ∇(λ 1 ) = L(λ 1 ) = ∆(λ 1 ), where λ 1 is the first fundamental weight, and the result of [Wa] or [Do2, §4.2] , which implies that V ⊗r has both ∇ and ∆ filtrations. Here ∆(µ) is the Weyl module of highest weight µ, and ∇ the dual Weyl module of that highest weight. It now follows that the dimension of End Γ (V ⊗r ) is independent of the (infinite) field K. To see this, take a ∆ filtration and a ∇ filtration, and induct through the filtrations, using the following well known fact:
This proves the desired independence of the dimension of End Γ (V ⊗r ). Note that in the above argument one could work within the category of S K (n, r)-modules, since End Γ (V ⊗r ) = End S K (n,r) (V ⊗r ). 4.4. It remains only to verify that the dimension of Φ(KS r ) is independent of K. But that is immediate from Theorem 3.6, which tells us that the dimension in question is equal to the number of pairs of standard tableaux of shape λ, as λ varies over the set Λ + (n, r) ′ .
This completes the proof of Schur-Weyl duality in positive characteristic.
Reformulation of Schur-Weyl duality
In this section we show that the group Γ = GL(V ) operating on the left of V ⊗r may be replaced by its hyperalgebra U K , and Schur-Weyl duality still holds independently of characteristic. In fact, the statement becomes cleaner, since it is no longer necessary to assume that the underlying field is infinite. 5.1. It is well known that the family {S K (n, r)} K is defined over Z; i.e., there is a Z-algebra S Z (n, r), equal to the Z-linear span of a C-basis of S C (n, r), such that S K (n, r) ≃ S Z (n, r) ⊗ Z K for any K.
One way to locate S Z (n, r) within S C (n, r) is as follows. The action of the Lie group GL(V C ) may be differentiated to obtain a corresponding action of its Lie algebra g. This gives a representation dΨ C : U C (g) → End C (V ⊗r C ). (One easily checks that it is the representation coming from the natural action of g on V C .) Within the universal enveloping algebra U C = U C (g) one has the Kostant Z-form U Z , the Z-subalgebra of U generated by all e a ij a! ; e ii c = e ii (e ii − 1) · · · (e ii − c + 1) c! for 1 i = j n and a, c 0. Here e ij is the element of U C corresponding with the linear operator on V C sending v j to v i , and sending all other v k (k = j) to zero, where {v i } 1 i n is a fixed basis of V C . By restricting the representation dΨ C to U Z we obtain a representation
(One easily checks that this lattice is stable under the action of U Z .) Then S Z (n, r) may be defined to be the image dΨ Z (U Z ) under the representation dΨ Z .
By change of base ring, we have a representation K ⊗ Z U Z → K ⊗ Z End Z (V ⊗r Z ). One writes U K for K ⊗ Z U Z (the hyperalgebra). Identifying K ⊗ Z End Z (V ⊗r Z ) with End K (V ⊗r K ) for V K = K ⊗ Z V Z , we regard the above representation as a representation U K → End K (V ⊗r K ), which we shall denote by dΨ K . The following result shows that the Schur algebra S K (n, r), as defined in this paper, may be identified with the image of the representation dΨ K : U K → End K (V ⊗r K ). 5.2. Proposition. For K infinite, we have dΨ K (U K ) = Ψ K (KGL(V K )), where dΨ K is the representation U K → End K (V ⊗r K ) corresponding to the induced action of U K = U Z ⊗ Z K on V ⊗r Z ⊗ Z K ≃ V ⊗r K . Proof. This is essentially the Chevalley group construction. Each e m ij m! ∈ U Z (1 i = j n) induces a corresponding element e m ij m! ⊗ 1 of U K . For t ∈ K let E ij (t) be the element of SL(V K ) defined by (5.2.1) E ij (t) = m 0 t m dΨ K ( e m ij m! ⊗ 1). The sum is finite because e ij acts nilpotently on V Z , so there is some N such that (5.2.2) E ij (t) = 1 + tdΨ K (e ij ⊗ 1) + · · · + t N dΨ K ( e N ij N ! ) ⊗ 1). Choosing N + 1 distinct values t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t N for t in K (which is always possible since K is infinite) we can solve the resulting linear system, by inverting the Vandermonde matrix of coefficients, to obtain equalities (5.2.3) dΨ K ( e m ij m! ⊗ 1) = N k=0 a mk E ij (t k ) for certain a mk ∈ K.
The endomorphisms E ij (t) (1 i = j n, t ∈ K) generate the group SL(V K ). Equations (5.2.1) show that the image Ψ K (KSL(V K )) is contained in dΨ K (U ′ K ) where U ′ K is the K-subalgebra of U K generated by all e m ij m! ⊗ 1. On the other hand, equations (5.2.3) justify the opposite inclusion. Thus we have proved that (5.2.4) Ψ K (KSL(V K )) = dΨ K (U ′ K ). But the group GL(V K ) is generated by SL(V K ) together with the scalar operators t id K (0 = t ∈ K), so Ψ K (KGL(V K )) = Ψ K (KSL(V K )). Moreover, since U K is generated by U ′ K and the elements e ii m ⊗ 1, which act as scalars on V ⊗r K , we see that dΨ K (U ′ K ) = dΨ K (U K ). This proves the claim. 5.3. Corollary. The Schur algebra S K (n, r) is the image of U ′ K → End K (V ⊗r K ). The algebra U ′ K may be identified with the hyperalgebra of SL(V K ).
positive characteristic the dimension of ker dΨ K is strictly larger than its dimension in characteristic zero. Then (5.5.2) dim K U K /(ker dΨ K ) < dim C U C /(ker dΨ C ) = dim C U C /I C By [Do1] , the dimension of U K /I K is independent of the field K, so from the preceding inequality we see that dim K U K /(ker dΨ K ) < dim K U K /I K . However, the existence of the surjection (5.5.1) implies that dim K U K /(ker dΨ K ) dim K U K /I K , so we have a contradiction. Hence the dimension of ker dΨ K must be independent of K, as desired.
At this point we can formulate an integral version of Schur-Weyl duality. (Compare with [CL, Theorem 6.1].) 5.6. Theorem. Let V Z be a U Z lattice in V C chosen as above, and consider the commuting actions of U Z and S r on V ⊗r Z . Then the image of each representation in End Z (V ⊗r Z ) equals the commuting algebra for the other action.
Proof. Let Φ Z and dΨ Z be the two representations. Since the actions commute, the representations induce algebra homomorphisms ZS r → End U Z (V ⊗r Z ); U Z → End Sr (V ⊗r Z ). These are homomorphisms between free abelian groups of finite rank. Whenever one has a homomorphism f : L 1 → L 2 between free abelian groups of finite rank, such that f ⊗1 : L 1 ⊗K → L 2 ⊗K is surjective for each algebraically closed field K, then f itself must be surjective. This is precisely the situation above, since the maps become isomorphisms over K, for every infinite field K. 5.7. Corollary. The representations dΨ K : U K → End K (V ⊗r K ) and Φ K : KS r → End K (V ⊗r K ) satisfy Schur-Weyl duality: dΨ K (U K ) = End Sr (V ⊗r K ); Φ K (KS r ) = End U K (V ⊗r K ) for any field K, including finite fields.
Proof. This follows from the preceding result by standard change of base ring arguments.
